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Abstract

The World, mainly due to Encroaching & Dominating Multi-facet Politics & Isms galore, Policies of Political Economy exacerbated by Numerous pockets of Counter Productive Systems with prosperous Middlemen, Well-fed, Secured & ever mounting Talkers, Opportunism, Selfishness, Misuses & Wastage, has been shrinking, while half the population, including One billion Children, is living in an environment of Slow Deaths due to Starvation, Poverty, & Utter Helplessness, and the growing inequality between and within Nations shows no sign of abating. New Level of Civilization has happened in the history of Civilization, who have been enjoying Command & Prosperity, but by manipulations & maneuverings. Consequently, the Humanity has been threatened with so much of Professionalism, Sophistry, Acrimony, Noises, Polarizations, Disorders, Disintegration, Bloodshed, Volatility, and alarming Eco-Destructions, requiring redressing of the entire structure. With the Propounds Logically innovated, Large scale Reforms of the Vital Areas those affect the Policies & Structure of the Politics, Political Economy, Government, Business, et al & Our Life & Living World over, have been suggested, so as to evolve a Pleasant, Peaceful, Rational, Productive, & Ethical Humane & Symbiotic World, and an Assurance for the Progeny. Of course, there would be oppositions from all those Counter productive Professionals, as happened in the history of Civilization, who have been enjoying Command & Prosperity, by manipulations & maneuverings.
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Prelude

1.1. The transforming vim of Ever - Advancing Technologies, has been running far ahead of the complementary Economic, Managerial and Political Philosophies; Reason, Rationality, - in fact, the very Humaneness, have been falling far behind; and numerous pockets of counter productive Systems with prosperous Middlemen, vitiating the entire structure, have been merrily burgeoning, while both Administration & Society have to succumb the burdens - that too at a time when a New Level of Civilization has been evolved by Computer, Internet & Mobile Phone that meticulously speak of Logic, Preciseness, Relevance, Accuracy, Versatility, and Speed.

1.2. The World, mainly due to Short - sightedness, stark Oportunism & crude Selfishness, as also indiscriminate Mis uses & wastage, by a small section, has been shrinking, while half the population is living in an environment of Starvation, Poverty, utter helplessness, sophistry, professionalism, abuses of technologies, & ever increasing economic & social disparities, exacerbated further by population explosions with mounting number of Elders; 'and the growing inequality between and within Nations shows no sign of abating', obviously.

1.3. There may not, as such, any laudable Value & Ethics in Power Mongering & Stratagem, as also Money Making, and Cheap Money always generates Obstreperousness, Disregard to Orders, Cheaper Values & mounting Expenditures, and bigger & bigger Wastages.

1.4. There is, hardly any place of worth for those who are sustaining & enriching the Civilization while Science & Technology which barely reach the poor people, - having little purchasing power, are being ruthlessly, created, exploited, abused & enslaved, to cater to the artificially created Systems, Media, Consumerism & Market pressures.

1.5. What is a matter of still bigger concern is the Encroachments & Dominance, the multi-facet Politics & Isms galore, which hardly have any Scientific base – as proved time & again, have been gaining, in all fields of activities & orders, as also on Society, and even Healthcare & Education, and the Price a Nation goes on paying, in sustaining them, & Election Trade - offs. Consequently, the Winners, perforce, have to keep the Markets happy.

1.6. The humane values, love & affection, have being become a topic of quibbling and intellectual discourse in the University Lectures & Political Platforms, as also commodities for Sales & purchase – Routines of
Monetary transactions’, Culturally pushing back the Civilization to the Animal World.

1.7 With the fast growth of individualism and dehumanized & burdensome Politicking, and consequently, Waning of Love, Affection, and Values those bonded the Members in a Human Society – particularly Joint Family, - and crystallized the Civilization, the hapless Elders & Starving billions, have to cloister themselves amidst indifference, neglect and humiliation. Tsunami is no threat to them, and thousands of Terris around, do not get any publicity either. Affection, Hunger and Disease as also loneliness are left to Political Slogans & God.

1.8 To exacerbate the situation further, the World due to Economic Upsurge, as also Over-consumptions, Mounting Wastage, and basically, Reckless Exploitations, by a small section of population, has, imputably, been decimating in Resource and Biodiversity, like Appearance of Dead Zones in Oceans, Disappearing Coral Reefs, Dwindling Forests, Dying Rivers, Erosion of Soil, multiplying Greenhouse Gases, Rise in Global Temperature, Massive melting of Ice, Disappearing Species etc. etc.– the very multi-lineal & multi-lateral symbioses spawned by the evolution over 3 billion years. According to one estimate, humans have been consuming 40% more than what the Earth can replenish.

1.9 The Offshoots of Carbon Trading, Selling Nature to save it, payments for ecosystem services etc are only examples of Sophistry & Professionalism and have been only expediting the Scenario of Ecological Destinations.

2. Deceptive picture of growth and prosperity

2.1. The Technological advancements had boosted the Economy twenty times during the Twentieth century, the Gross World Product at $40 trillions, and the Global Trade increasing at the rate of $1 trillion annually, - due to Globalization impetus, at $13 trillions,- more than 30 times during the last half century.

2.2. The value of World’s Import & Export is around 43% of the World’s Gross Domestic Market, and consequently, the Burden on the Transportation sector & Fuel has been alarmingly, mounting.

2.3. In the process, the Cities particularly, have to be continuously, on toe to bridge the burgeoning gaps between the principles of integrated, long-term & sustainable planning, and the practices as to, Environment, Time, Space, Economics, Society & Culture and of course, Politics; the burgeoning number of Cars, noticed in the Cities all over, has been pushing the Traffic & Living to the edge of chaos.

2.4. The Transnational Corporates dominated Global Trade & carried out 2/3rd of the International Trade, in 2000; their Sales quadrupled from $3 trillions to $14 trillions between 1980 & 2006.

2.5. There were 70,000 Crorepatis (Crore=10 millions) in a democratic Country 3,00,000 in a Communist regime and people of similar magnitudes – ever growing in other places, while multitudes of billions continue to starve amidst colorful Political & Economic slogans, and on the other hand, Utter Helplessness.

2.6. In the Paradigm based on Fuel, Automobile and Throwaway, aggravated by the epidemic of Consumerism, - enjoyed by a small section of the World Population, it is no wonder that the Natural Resources are, indiscriminately, being exploited – with the benefits – even the very Food, hardly reaching the poor men of the very soil.

2.7. The consumption of Cool had increased from 500mt. to 2200mt. with a leftover reserve now for about 140 years, Oil from 18mt. to 2940mt., and Natural Gas from 9mt.to 2173mt., leaving a reserve now of 40 years and 60 years, respectively.

2.8. The Industrial Nations with hardly 19% of the World’s population, has been suffering from the disease of growth, & consume 59% of the Energy; even if viable substitutes for Petroleum products are found, there will, hardly, be any chance of rational distribution of resources, suddenly. What is still worse, this Culture is being blindly followed by the so called, Developing Nations, mounting consumptions & Disparities thereby.

2.9. The increase in Fossil Fuel Emissions from Ever Increasing number of Cars – estimated at 700 millions, in 2007, Aircraft, Industry, Coal, Firewood, & other sources, as also Pollutions from Sewages, Refuses, & other Toxins, have been multiplying imbalances in the ecosystem, - its shrinking, contributing to the all round Ecological Destinations, threatening the very survival of the Human being. According to some Scientists, in the last two hundred years, 60% of all Resources have, already, been consumed & we have just 10 years, reckoned from 2007, to save the World.

3. The Egregious Servitudes

3.1. While 1.1 billions have been over-consuming ~5% of World Population in the Richest Country alone consuming 40% of World Resources, about 1.5 billions out of 7 billions live in absolute poverty, another 2 billions are very poor, and 6 millions die out of hunger; as per UN 2008 report, nearly, One billion, - mostly from the Developing Countries, go to bed, Hungry; this was a gross underestimation, as according to subsequent UNICEF Report,2009, One billion children are deprived of Food & Shelter with their increasing number in Footpaths.

3.2. There are, further, wide disparities of ever increasing dimensions, in the Share of Incomes & Expenditures between different classes of peoples, almost within every Country.

3.3. The gap between the incomes of the Richest & Poorest countries, which was about 3 / 1 in 1820, had fast widened to 35 / 1 in 1950, 44 / 1 in 1973, & 72 / 1 in 1992. The Worlds three richest people have a combined wealth greater than the GDPs of the 48 LDCs.
3.4. There are, further, wide disparities of ever increasing dimensions, in the share of incomes & expenditures between different classes of peoples, almost within every country. In the two countries, for example, who, successively, dazzled the World, the highest 10% in the former, has been consuming 39% of the resources, leaving hardly, 4.4% for the lowest 20% with a rise, in the Gini coefficient from 0.24 in 1987–88, to 0.48 in 1993-95 & in the other, the highest 10% shared 31% of the resources, leaving 5.9% for the lowest 20%, where further, 25% & 54% of the population, and in one Democratic Country, 86.2%, earn less than $2 per day. The former & one follower are amongst the most unequals, & people living on less than $1 a day may be comparable with the poor countries.

3.5. About half the People in the Developing World suffers from Diseases, caused by Contaminated Water or Food, and 14,000 to 30,000 people daily have been dying from Water borne diseases. about 30,000 children Worldwide have been dying daily, and about 8 million children have been dying within one year of their birth. ‘8 of 10 kids are underfed’ in a Country boasting of Democracy.

3.6. 1.1 million Newborns die every year, as also 0.15 million Women during Childbirth. Occupational accidents, - numbering almost 270 million annually, and Diseases have been causing deaths to some 6000 workers daily. Occupational accidents, - numbering almost 270 million annually, and diseases have been causing deaths to some 6000 workers daily.

3.7. About 20% of the World’s poor - may be near 600 million, are disabled, mainly due to Poverty & Malnutrition, & 40 million people are affected by Epilepsy. As per WHO’s Report 2010, Half the World is at risk of Malaria leaving 86.3K of 243m cases dead.

3.8. Out of 98% Disabled Children- 40 million do not go to School, 41 million are visually impaired, due to vitamin A deficiency, and 41 million are at risk of mental impairment.

3.9. 20 million Women a year, have been disabled as a consequence of Childbirth. These Women & Girls further, have been suffering from Physical & Sexual abuses; in one state in a Country boasting of Democracy 100% of them were found to be beaten up at home, and 25% of those with intellectual impairment, were sexually abused, and some forcibly sterilized; in the same Country, every year 78,000 Women have been dying during pregnancy & childbirth.

3.10. Then, there are egregious human rights violations, mainly endured again by the same class of poor and helpless people. Worldwide, 1.2m Women & Girls have been trafficked, every year for prostitution. In 1998 alone, conflicts resulted in more than 10 million refugees, & displacement of 5 millions, leaving another 5 millions dead.

3.11. The picture, to exclaim the least, is Pathetic, Inhumane and Shameful which rarely, figure in the Speech of the Leaders who often quote statistics to establish higher Economic & Industrial Growth, arising out of so called Innovative & Progressive policies & liberal packages in their regime: the Human Right Activists rarely focus on these inhumane issues. This is yet another unique perversion of man that it could create a subgroup of species – a class that does not have the right to even food, the Mother Earth for all its innumerable inhabitants.

3.12. The Declaration on ‘freedom from want’, et al, by the U.N., remains far too far away from them, like an invisible star.

4. Sophistry Professionalism and Falsities

4.1. The situation is, further, exacerbated by the colossal growth of intangibles and artificialities which, in every sense are largely, counter-productive & burdensome and extortion of Science & Technology.

4.2. In the name of Popularization of Brands and Boosting of Sales, as also Slogans - apart from lurking elements of falsehood & deception Advertisements have been burgeoning at a fast pace, and the financial control is increasingly coming in the hands of few Coteries, mainly, by ways of, mutually benefiting innumerable Advertisements, and Advertisements of Advertisements, Marketing of Advertisements & Sponsorships which again, are the supporting tools for Cheap & Recreational Magazines & Programs of Countless number which in turn, have been creating a type of Authoritative & Prominent Professionals who rarely fit in the framework of Orders, Ethics & Values, but enjoys the benefits of sermonizing & figuring in headlines in TV & Newspaper.

4.3. Even the Information Systems – so beneficial & revolutionary otherwise, have been disproportionately growing, again largely borne by the Advertisements. The Web sites which are Store houses of Knowledge of all dimensions, and abysmal Encyclopedias, do not offer any guarantee as to the accuracy of Information & Data, as also Authenticity & Accountability.

4.4. Computers are now omnipresent and used for control of every conceivable logical processes; whereas the depth of expertise that is needed in formulation of a System is not always available, making these a playground for Professionals, and Cyber criminals who may disrupt any System and cause a type of disaster that may be comparable to Nuclear bombs.

4.5. The Media (in the order of $ 500 billions, and ever increasing), suffers from multilinear, repeated, superfluous, & even counterproductive broadcasts and is in hand in hand with Advertisements whose benefits – the tangibles, have been again reaching mainly the creamy layers whereas the burdens are, perfence, borne by one and all of the Society. The important events, particularly, tragedies & calamities are continuously, milked by one & all and it may be difficult to determine where Reporting ended, & Advertisement begin.
4.6. The Sports et al, which used to provide innocent pleasures, now have been commercialized with even separate channels, and the Heroes are becoming richer than the even well-known Industrialists, with hours & hours of coverage individually on them; then, there are very increasing number of Commentators, separate Journalists, and endless Conferences, as also Magazines adding the burdens on the Productivity sector-in fact one & all, apart from mounting number of superfluous and burdensome professionals.

4.6.1. Sports further, have increasingly, been becoming a high profit business, speculative & gambling arena, and a source of cheap money for maneuvering middlemen. In a Democratic Country where about 37% are still below Poverty Level, Cricket has become billion dollar Business, producing groups of multi-millionaires & huge media coverage & numerous areas of acrimonies & huge corruptions.

4.7. There is no evaluation either, of the Inflationary Roles, - liabilities & expenditures apart, of the Financial & Regulatory Departments - of the dizzying world of Bills, Loans, Grants, Economic & Social Regulations, and Associated areas of License, Insurance, & Taxations. The innovations in Taxations are basically, an annual routine -- corroborated with the Reforms! - more so with a new Government, and basically, benefit the associated Committee Members & Professionals whose worth in terms of overall productivity is undoubtedly, questionable. A Government has to necessarily, survive on Taxes and in the very interest, as also to wipe out artificial, vicious, & burdensome professionals, 'Single Taxation Structure' deserves due recognition.

4.8. The Borrow & Spend Culture – accelerated by liberalized credit terms & lures of Consumerism, have been opening up New Markets & putting an ever increasing section of people in Spiraling Debt for ever, driving the lured (needy) people – mostly farmers in the underdeveloped countries, even to suicides in thousands, and some others to additional earnings, by questionable recourses.

4.9. On the face of the Growing Roles & (negative) Authorities in the Non-productive sectors, - enmeshed in Rules, Regulations & Controls and superficial needs, Perestroika can hardly provide a balance, and there is little chance of overall growths in the meaningful employments, and parity of wages.

4.9.1. Even otherwise, there has been an increase in the general level of unemployment, with the Regime that at one time hoodwinked the World, topping the list, amongst the selected countries of study.

4.10. The Economic Developments for LDCs, LLDCs, HIPCs & Tribal areas rarely, succeed in catering uniformly, to the fundamental needs like, food, shelter, clothing, education, soil-based occupation/employment & self-sufficiency.

4.10.1. There is hardly, any tangible effort to embellish centuries old Ecological, Sociological & Cultural setups & diversities, – including Games, Sports, Dresses, Modes of Recreation of the Soil – complemented by Social Security & bare minimum Transport, whereas pursuits of creating a miniature Developed Country – want and not need based economy, is not only vivid but is also acting as the Driving force. This has been culminating in Neoplasm – both physical & mental, with prosperous Middlemen, and Starving & Harassed billions, on the other side.

4.11. The TRADING World over, though comparatively, in a micro scale, has been in vogue from the prehistoric days and had its own charms – adventures apart, and had invaluable contributions to the growth of Civilization and Enrichment of Humane Communication which should be respectfully recognized.

4.11.1. The Romanticism & Adventure were strong enough to ignore & overcome the insurmountable barriers of languages, hilly terrains, rivers & seas, jungles, wild animals and even hostile residents, and of course, to inspire the arduous journeys over thousands and thousands of miles, across the World.

4.11.2. With Industrial Revolution, the Trading got a new kind of impetus which now with Computer, Communication, and instant Connectivity - those simultaneously are conducive to burgeoning multi-lineal Productions, are basically the forces behind the present concept & propaganda of Globalization. The massive investments in Organized Researches have been giving new dimensions to the Complexities of Changes which are readily being grabbed & gulped in the name of Advancements that is again fuelling Globalization.

4.12. GLOBALIZATION, however mesmerizing it may be, has been contriving a New Power & Authority in Bureaucracy, Political Parties, MNCs & Cartels, and a Complex, rather an Ambiguous Process of Economic Transformation. The emphasis has been resulting in Predatory & Oligopoly, Sports in Packaging & Transportation, and new White- collared Service Sectors, and on the other hand, Dumping, Chocking Dependency & Discouragement of Growth at the receiving ends.

4.12.1. Consequently, there is a very Big Gap between the Manufacturing Costs & the Prices paid by the End-users, - authenticated by an exalted MRP (maximum retail price) benefiting artificially, again the Middlemen, whereas even in the most advanced Country, the men at the very bottom, reportedly, suffered a sizeable drop in their effective wages

4.12.2. With the present Paradigms of Motor Propelled Economic Growth vis-a vis Cost-Intensive Plants - having the capability of mass production, & to cater to Worldwide requirements, an efficacious balance may not be readily attainable, and on the face of eventually Erratic Global Market, Political Restlessness, Rules & Regulations & Barriers all over, the high stakes for the Developing Countries et al, Globalophobia may not be imaginary. In fact, the very craze for boosting Export, for obtaining budgetary balance has only been generating a
type of competition between different Countries & prosperous middlemen while the volatility in the artificial market continues.

4.12.3. The closely related issue of FREE TRADE creates another kind of Competition, particularly amongst the Underdeveloped Countries, in the form of Cheap Labor, Relaxed Environmental Laws & Health & Safety Standards and Social Services, though the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the Committee on Trade & Environment (CTE) are set out to enforce International Environmental Obligations; in the process, the labour forces get all the more humiliated while the Middlemen in the name of the Economic Growth, continue to thrive.

4.12.4. Looking to the growth of Insurgencies, Subversions, & Terrorism, even in the free trades, strict vigilance has to exercised, as to threatening materials that may get in a Country.

4.12.5. Private investors further, may, hardly play any role to Control Inflation. The local Offshoots like Special Economic Zones(SEZ) are yet another kind of appendixiti vitiating the smooth Economic Processes.

4.12.6. The Paradigm creates a new impetus to Private sectors to capture the Markets of Public services of Health care, Social Security, even Education creating new areas of profits. The Debt –trapped Countries, on the lure of Foreign Exchange, are forced to sell the Primary & Natural Resources at the Lowest Possible Price, more and more, resulting in further Degradation of Standards.

4.13. The TOURISM constitutes about 6% of World Trade, and the number of Tourists/Year may be around 500 millions; in the 49 least developed countries, Tourism is the second largest source of Foreign Exchange, next to Oil.

4.13.1. This is officially encouraged by most of the Governments by ways of Costly Hotels, Transports, Fests & Other Attractions, and the Century Old Ethics & Values, even Morals of the Poor People around – the very men of the soil, get similarly, confronted by the rich styles of the Tourists, and the Agents- their sub-Agents alike – apart from their Questionable Behaviors.

4.13.2. The Time-old Romanticism – thirst & quest for the unknown lands of lore, are now overtaken by Routines, Apocryphal Propaganda and Ineligible Business. They show hardly any regard & responsibility to the Ecosystem around, sometime, even destroy the serenity of woods and the rich aroma around. Nations, leaving about 38% for the very Productivity sector including Agriculture – the very strength of Economy which is even otherwise, heavily burdened by the Circuitous, Uncertain, & Inflationary processes of Capital Mobilization, Financial Repression and Extortions by Innumerable Financial & Political institutions, with

4.14. The Advanced World, with ever increasing followings in the Developing World, has been creating a NEOCULTURE - a Class of People who, taking advantage of the Artificialities, Mounting Rules & Regulations and Disorders, has been, somehow, earning more & more, and increasingly, been paying for costlier & costliest Automobiles, Hotels, Resorts, Consumer goods, Excitements & Celebrities; most of them have, by the very Authority Enjoyed thereby, no concern for Legitimacy, Ethics, Costs, Wastages & poor billions, and on the other hand, make hardly, any contribution to the Society, Civilization and what is worse, to the Progeny.

4.14.1. There are countless Magazines, even Newspapers to print their Sermons, Movements, & Biography, pushing the items of real concerns to backstage. In the names of Emancipation & Modernization, Permissiveness & Promiscuity, Vulgarity & Nudity are getting openly glorified, making way for Cheap Money, Costly Lifestyles & Even Authority. While it is humane to give a position of acceptance to all those who were socially & ethically, underrated, even outcasts, they, questionably, are also finding their places amongst the fast multiplying categories of High-priced Celebrities, Power and Politics, Sidetracking & Demeaning every Value & Order.

4.14.2. The Artificial Kingdoms of the Owners, at the costs of again Advertisements et al, have simultaneously, been creating a kind of Heroes & Heroines amazing wealth, and the cost of a product is artificially, becoming many a time higher - again perfence, borne by one & all.

4.14.3. There is no protest either, to glorification of hatred & crimes, and commercial distortions, enslavement & exploitations of Ethics, Values, Cultures & Traditions those crystallized with assiduous totems, taboos and discipline, over the hundreds of millennia - which in essence, speak of the superiority of man – the very existence of Man.

4.14.4 The Media Networks being all pervasive, these pageants have become a brainwashing bane – a degenerating force – a type of percolating Culture, & Recreation that may be more ruinous than any addiction & conceivable outrage; even the Children are not spared.

4.14.5. The Ownership of Media is yet another issue that need careful study. The publicities are tailored according to their Political links, sources of financing, and the presentations are naturally not straight.

4.14.5.1. Consequently, there is, all over, a fast growth of the employment in the Service sector, - as high as to about 57%, predominantly, in the Industrialized numerous counter productive Middlemen, Labor Unrests and Threats of Local Forces, apart.

4.15. While with Computer - Aided Designs & Manufacturing, there has been a reduction in the strength of the basic staff, these growths in the Service sectors have been, nevertheless, creating a new kind of cost-intensive – somewhat artificial & vicious, professionalism, benefiting again mainly, the middlemen. What is still worse that Service Sectors including misused Information Technology is becoming
increasingly a bigger & bigger burden on the very Productivity sector. In the name of Feminism even in Value-Based Societies, a section of the ‘Female population does not have marriage as only goal in their lives and when they do get married, they want everything on their own terms, and are unwilling to make any kind of compromise, creating a competitive, instead of complementary relationship’ disrupting the very platforms of happiness.

5. Politics and Vitiations

5.1. Apart from the sacrifices of the millions out of Hoodwinked & Emotional orientations - both during rise & duly celebrated fall of elusive transitions, the Prices of the Political Systems – the ‘ism’s galore and their offshoots, - in the Developing Nations, predominantly, as also of the Constitutional structures, have been becoming increasingly and disproportionately heavy, all over, apart from the irreparable disruptions of the Administration & Society as also values &morales.

No question is ever meaningfully asked as to the Source & Legitimacy of Financing the Political Parties, - their ever mounting noisy & obstreperous Cadres. - the compulsions of the donors - extortions apart, and publicity & election expenses, and of course, Scientific & Legal accountabilities of the plans & programs publicized, as also their activities & survival. To encourage, in one Democratic country, contributions given by any person to political parties are entitled to Deductions from the gross Annual Income, giving the transactions of mutual benefits a kind of respectability; and ‘Parties (are) floated to launder Money & dodgy Money Transfers’.

one Country boasting of Democracy, reportedly, in one State, there are 113 multi-millionaires Members of Legislative Assembly, with a third of of its population below Poverty line, & about 20% Members of Parliament have some kind of Criminal records; further, Privileges & Authority- formal & informal, these Members of Parliament enjoy may even make the richest person jealous, while about 37% Citizens are below poverty level. While one State has been sliding, Politicians wealth has been soaring, at the cost of the very growth and the very poor people while the Income Inequality. Of the entire Country doubled in 20 years.

The majority of World regimes now carry the banner of Democracy, which is, often, heavily distorted and burdened by Political Rhetoric, & Political Economy – frequently glorified by the propaganda of Economic Liberalization, & Reforms, as also Developmental & Humane Economics whereas the benefits & justice for the poor particularly, have become more vicious.

Further, the Political Wisdoms are varied, widespread & conflicting, and consequently, the Political Propaganda have largely, been generating, indiscipline, false hopes, obstreperousness, slandering, acrimonies & restlessness, weakening, side by side, the Bureaucracy, Management, Decision-making, Productivity, Social Order - even Ethics, - an atmosphere of mounting Conflicts & Volatility, all over which constitute the majority of the reports in the Media.

What is all the more painful as to the abysmal amount of Money, Time, Manpower, Resources & Efforts those are spent in Campaigning which is basically, a Battle of Wits, & Eloquence having, on an overall assessment, little tangibility; the daily Advertisement expense crossed half a million dollar for a Party. The clandestine transactions, in getting a nomination are also an established culture and do get exposed sometimes.

There are far too many well-fed people to talk ( & write) of ever increasing number which, succeeds in multi-linear Polarizations of different shades and complexes and succeeds in creating conflicts, tussles, confusion, bloodshed and wastages of time, money & manpower, all again becoming a burden on the Nations – in fact, the very poor people.

In short, the Party & Politicians who succeed to come in Power, have to, due to the very Environment, work continuously to Retain & strengthen their positions, by creating/encouraging numerous counter-productive & well paid professionals to look after them. The modus operandi of those who got defeated are, basically Blabbering, Slandering & Hooliganism to create disorders of all sorts.; and there are enough Companies, duly enounced, of course for their own interests, to finance the Parties & to dictate, and to create Leaders & so called Intellectuals.

Good Governance, mainly because of mounting confusions, indisclipline & disorders generated by interferences of different kinds, trancy - backed by Political parties, of staff apart, is becoming a sterile verbos of Management. In a Democratic Country flooded with Colorful Slogans, 1.3bn tones of Food wasted every year while about 37% of its Population have been living below Poverty Level, other helplessness apart.

During the Parliamentary Election in 2009, as an example, in One Democratic Country, arising out of the failures of the Party in Power in a State to win expected number of Seats, a large number of High officials like District Magistrates & Superintendents of Police, who evidently, did not ( sufficiently !) work for the Party in Power, were transferred, vitiating & cannibalizing the very Administration, and such situations in different degrees might be taking place all over. Notwithstanding, they lost in the subsequent Election and the Party that came to Power, formed a Ministry of 47 out of which 28 Ministers were facing Criminal Cases.

What is a matter of still bigger concern is the Cancerous Growth, the Politics is gaining, in all areas of Activities & Orders and Public Administration as a whole, as also in every walk of Social Life, Business and even
Education, and the Prices Nations go on paying in sustaining them.

The impact of Politics on Education may be all the more counterproductive, as Students will come out with a kind of color that may be some form of distorted knowledge( information? ) which, whereas may become the driving force throughout their life.

POVERTY remains, perpetually, to be a Handy Capital for the Politicians, Economists, Activists - in fact, one and all, in the vocal & communication fronts. In one Democratic Country, where about 37% people are below Poverty level & 65% are Poor, the official expenses alone on Peoples Representatives is about 600 times the national income and 10,000 times that of the Poor were increased while there is no dearth of propaganda as to the spectacular achievements

The propaganda of development, with a Humane face has been a credo of Democratic Polity whereas the poor people of the soil are often exploited & a victim of the greed of Corporate, Politicians & all those who are supposed to distribute the Aids & Grants.

The Local Governments usually, succeed in finding excuses in evil designs of oppositions, neighbors, or foreign powers those obstruct their programs of eradication of poverty.

While there have been hardly any meaningful effort to feed the perpetually, starving souls, there is no dearth of Cameramen & Publicity to colorfully & sensationally publicize the slow deaths, and on the other hand, to criticize the authorities as to their irresponsible and callous conducts. In the process, the lifelong sacrifices of those noble souls for the starving millions, - for the very cause of humanity, get shadowed. And, there are restlessness & volatility all over, enhancing again the sufferings of the indignant.

The SUBVERSIVE, ANTISOCIAL & TERRORIS Activities can take place only with

1) Direct / Indirect Political Support mainly from Foreign Countries / their Agents.
2) Liberal Financial Supports and supply of Arms, Ammunitions, miniature Communication Appliances, Training & Transport facilities,
3) Support of ensconced local People,
4) Liberal Democratic Setup & inefficient governance
5) Corrupt Environment, Poverty, Insecurity & helplessness of the people of the area. To combat the Political conflicts between Nations, there is always a competition to strengthen the Military Powers, by way of continuous up-gradation of Arms, Ammunitions & the Force itself, and the World wide investments in Force may be anywhere near $ 720 billions. The business of Arms & Ammunition which with little effort, have also been reaching the Terrorists & Anti-socials, naturally, has been thriving & enjoys even Political backing, and support from the State. Again to combat the Terrorism & Political Disorders, it becomes a continuous necessity to strengthen the Policing which mainly because of essentially intermittent nature of the tasks, may by themselves, become a burden on the Administration & Society.

People who peacefully lived together over centuries and centuries, have, suddenly woken up by numerous Political Polarizations and resort to, - with direct or indirect backing of the local/foreign States, violence, riot, even civil / interstate war in the names of religion, boundary, ism, language, caste, or ethnic identity. And irrespective of their Political identity, & Geographical isolations, Arms – even Nuclear Weapon reach the Rioters, Terrorists and War-mongers.

It is no wonder that the Twentieth Century has recorded the highest Bloodshed in the annals of Human Civilization, and with the situation prevailing, the picture definitely going to be still worse.

While there is no dearth of Laws & Declarations, and Rules & Regulations, Justice – in the absence of precise Rule of Law, Time-based Commitment and incapacitated Administration – exacerbated by Widespread Corruptions of all Conceivable Shades, - with few exceptions like Singapore & Korea, where 'honesty index' is high, as also Lack of Accountability, & sluggishness, remains to be as Elusive & Dearly, as ever, to the oppressed. ‘According to Civil Society Organization Transparency International’s 2008 Bribe Payers Index, emerging Economic Giants show high level of Corporate Bribery Overseas’ with a Country boasting of Democracy, ranking 4th.

In one Democratic Country, as per official record, some 30 millions of cases have been pending for years & years together in the Courts and some of the the Judges, reportedly spent Provident Fund money on beauty bills & groceries.

Arising out of growing Malfeasance, & Indiscipline, wanting Accountability lack of Time frame, Declining Values, et al, Endemic Corruption, has practically, been nationalized – with fortunately, few exceptions. Mute & Helpless peoples who have no resource to challenge interrelated Corruption Trap, continue to succumb. What is really alarming is that the very people who are engaged to tackle the corrupt officials, themselves, by the very authority vested on them, finds Corruption handy.

It may be relevant to look at the Human Development Indexes ( HDIs ) of few countries, selected at random Iceland (1), Norway(2), Australia(3), Canada(4), USA(12), Russia(67), China(81), India(134 from 115 earlier), Pakistan(136), Uganda(154), & Sierra Leone(177). ( 2007/2008/2009 Human Development Index rankings OF UNDP).

It is now generally believed CAPITALISM organizes the material affairs of humankind more satisfactorily than Socialism, whereas, the range of options for Poor Countries for Development restricted to mimicry of Capitalism, or State Socialist path of Industrialization, or an ambiguous & opportunistic admixture of the two. Between 1993 & 1995, 20,000 out of 27000 State
enterprises of a Country that hoodwinked the World, were privatized and sold at 10% of their true value.

Public Sector Reforms & Privatization hardly take place in isolation, and usually embedded in issues like, Declining Productivity, Structural Adjustment, Political issues, Order of State Economic Intervention and Regulation of Market. It is, all over, a common Economic Paradigm to gain a foothold in the Foreign Markets to sell the Country’s Resources, Products & Services, to earn Money and improve upon Trade Balance, with hardly any concern for the very people in the production front.

Privatization, more so where FDIs & Aids are involved, cannot be a panacea to the degenerating Governing Institutions, Lack of Involvement, as also Social & Political Disorders, and bail out a Nation. An infertile land cannot be changed overnight either, whereas new Forces in the forms of Rapports – not altogether unquestionable, between the Political Parties & Business Houses with a new group of Middlemen, develop.

The roles & aspirations of the Politicized Trade Unions, throughout the process, have also to be kept in view. Whatever may be the terms of Profit-sharing, the Investors are, perforce, offered Liberal Terms, to recoup fast the investment & to ensure reasonable return, and usually, Environmental & Corporate laws do not come in their way.

This also creates an opportunity for dumping. There is no easier way to sell a Country to foreign Capital and opening doors, directly or indirectly to foreign Companies. There are of course, no dearth of publicity as to Corporate Social Responsibility & pacts for Economic Cooperation.

It is also a known game that the ‘Debts at a strategic time, are smartly called in’ and the Countries, basically, the Developing ones – by the very process of Economic Growth, perpetually Run short of Development Funds, and are forced to borrow again at higher rates and/or more lucrative terms.

There is yet another expediency, in the forms of Joint Venture and Sponsorship gaining ground, though – due to the very Organizational setups, in most of the cases, their roles cannot be direct. The upshot, as aptly observed by Lester M. Salamon, is an elaborate system of Third Party Government in which Crucial Elements of Public Authority are shared with a host of nongovernmental (and) or other Governmental Actors, frequently in complex collaborative systems that sometimes defy comprehension, let alone effective management and control.

In fact, all these Management verbose, strategies & restructuring may not only end in nothing, but also be counterproductive. As per one statistics, only 17% of the Companies of the twentieth century, not withstanding all kinds of management maneuvering, has been still surviving.

While there is no dearth of Ideology, Concerns, Charters, Laws, Programs and Promises – in fact, there are far too many (well fed & secured) people to write too many versions(mostly forgotten in no time), in the name of Freedom of Speech to create Acrimonies, Conflicts & Disorders, apart from confusing the Commoners.

The Major Investments on Developments have, inter alia, due to (Unlimited) Profit Enterprise Economics, Lack of Real World Applicability & Centrality of focus in Economic Plans & Programs - as also Accountability, Burden of the Middlemen, and Costs of the Rules, Regulations, Procedures & the very Set-ups, – including that of the International Organizations, only have been increasing the Gap between the Rich and the Poor - putting the later in a new kind of exploitations and helplessness – enmeshed, perpetually, in poverty, starvation, withering expectations and xenophobia.

The Welfare & Development Economics have hardly any tangible roles in their lives & livings, as also NIEO – New International Economic Order, conceived in April 1974. It may be relevant to evaluate the proportion of Aids those are received by the Developing countries, from the UN & Rich Countries that ultimately, reach the needy People.

In the name of the very cause of Humanity, there are numerous Committees (and their machineries), Reports, and the Expenses on their Postings, Meetings, Movements & Publicity and International Understanding, is never reckoned with the benefits, and has ever been mounting.

Had there been some Straight Thinking and real concern for half the Worlds population, fair distribution of resources, and even a fraction of the investments in brutal force, politics, celebrities, counterproductive middlemen, and media been diverted, the pictures of Poverty & Helplessness, on the other hand of the Dominance of Coteries & Middlemen, would not have been, perpetually, this dismal.

If an impartial assessment is made, DEMOCRACY WILL BE FOUND TO BE THE COSTLIEST, NOISY & MOST VICIOUS POLITICAL SYSTEM WITH NUMEROUS WELLFED TALKERS WHEREAS THE PROTECTIONS PROMISED HARDLY REACH THE MUTE MAJORITY -THE STARVING & HELPLESS BILLIONS – IN FACT MAY BE DEARLY FOR THEM. FURTHER, TWENTIETH CENTURY plus, by the very disintegrating process generated, WILL BE RATED AS THE WORST PERIOD OF HUMAN CIVILIZATION, AND WILL, IF NOT RESTRAINED, MAY CREATE A SITUATION THAT IS WORSE THAN THE WORST.

And, the World is increasingly, becoming a more difficult place to live, even for cheerful robots. Arthur C. Clarke, incidentally, had observed : ‘I also believe – and hope - that politics and economics will cease to be as important in the future as they have been in the past; the time will come when most of our present controversies on these matters will seem as trivial or as meaningless, as the theological debates in which the keenest minds Of the Middle Ages dissipated their
energies. Politics & Economics are concerned with Power and Wealth, neither of which should be primary, still less the exclusive concern of full grown man’.

Saving the Nature Humanity & Civilization

The days may not be far off when the Shrinking Nature may fail to respond to the burgeoning Over-Consumptions – estimated at 40%, Mounting Wastage & Pollutions, and basically, Reckless Exploitations, mainly, by a small section of Population. whose relevance, worth & superfluity, otherwise, are pertinent points of questioning, as explained.

The basic problem lies in the growth of Superfluous & Counter productive Activities, and the associated Functionaries who by the strength of Money & Manipulation have a big share of Over-Consumptions & Mounting Wastage while half the population, including One billion Children, have been living in utter distress.

Change is only natural in espousing of evolution, and the higher degrees of reasons, sagacity, consciousness, reasons & truth, have to be duly respected, in action. There is, further, no scope of ambiguous experimentation & escape route, based on unfounded clairvoyance & blue- sky thinking so that the transformation from passive to proactive shape of the Civilization is smooth efficacious, and sustainable in the long run.

An Universally accepted Action Plan on the following areas is overdue and suggestions thereto are juxtaposed.

Ecological Symbioses

The paradigms of Economic Growth must change radically, and must concentrate on Zonal self-sufficiency, basic needs wise, and concentrate in embellishment of the prevailing culture; the inter city businesses of all kinds, Globalization etc., should be practiced in a low key. The activities should be productivity oriented, and middleman must steadily reduce. The interfacing of Cultures, of course, should not be discouraged.

The Philosophy, being engineered, in ‘The Future City of Sky’, Florida, USA, for a Green & Zero- Carbon Town, should be kept in view, universally, in spirit.

The Growth in the Vehicular Population, inter alia, should strictly be arrested – and reversed. Further, no New vehicles should be permitted, unless an old vehicle is surrendered. For Public Transport, only High Capacity vehicles with high Efficiency & strict pollution norms, should be chosen, and small public vehicles like Auto Rickshaws, with poor efficiency withdrawn; double-decker bus can carry as many people as 20 fully occupied cars, & clear side by side the paths of almost, 19 vehicles, reducing congestion thereby Every Industry and Big houses must build Staff Quarters in close vicinity, so that there is hardly any transportation needs.

While Slogans / Practices like Car- less days, Sharing, Cap & Trade method in Singapur, Number Plate restrictions, Park & Ride, Intelligent Transport system etc should be encouraged, these will be of little use, compared to the magnitude of the tasks, whereas Non-motorized vehicles like Cycles which can also run on Batteries should be efficacious, for local leads.

For all bulk Transportation needs, including Goods traffic, only Electric Rail Traction should be used. Long haul Trucks, apart from the burden on the Resources in any case, must be discouraged, as also Air Travel, and the Traffic transferred to Electrified Railways.

Electricity is the key input to growth and the Power shortage is a common problem in all developing countries. Power shortage can single handedly black out these Countries, & Commensurate Investment & their Speedy implementation would be a topmost necessity, no less stoppage of wasteful uses & artificial demands.

Power generation from Water heads - so long in no way disrupts the very Source & Ecology, Wind & Sea waves, as also Solar energy that can be also stored by charging high capacity Batteries/high temperature Water reserves for Turbine, should be given top most priority.

The Nuclear Plants, though are susceptible to Man made and Natural Disasters and the perpetual threats of Radioactive contaminations from operation cycles & waste, as also from subversives - costs apart, should receive due cognizance. Two States however, get more than 70% of their Energy and 4 others more than 50% from the Nuclear Plants.

Thermal Plants, though much cheaper, produce, Carbon dioxide in the order of billion tons per year, and should be located in thick green belts, and contribute to forestation. It is a relief to find a recent innovation that captures & stores the released Carbon dioxide, in the Power plant itself. Thus, Thermal Plants will score much above others.

To save Power, incandescent lamps and similar devices should be replaced by florescent tubes with electronic chokes etc, and restriction should be imposed on Air-conditioners, Heaters etc. Every effort should put in to improve upon efficiency of Electrical Appliances, Distribution, Transmission & Generating Systems, stoppage of Waste & Misuse of Electricity, - including idle runs, Solar Panels should be given topmost importance.

The developed countries constituting 20% of World population have been contributing to about 50% of greenhouse gases, and their Environmental Protection Agencies (EPA's) must take measures as to sharply reduce the sources as also to recreate & embellish the Nature, and be accountable. According to Oxfam, $ 50 billion a year is needed for Climatic Change Adaptation and G-8 countries should pay 80% of this amount.

The Sewages, including discarded industrial products & e-waste like Computer should be dumped
systematically in Wet Lands- dully linked by drains & canals, exclusively provided, so that these do not pollute the rivers & canals, and of course, the environment, & in the course of time, get absorbed in the Nature, These can even be Recycled wherever readily feasible & financially viable, and in any case, must not be thrown in Rivers, Ponds or in any other place that may be having adverse effects.

All products which generate Carbon dioxide, - otherwise dispensable, must be discouraged.

Massive AFFORESTATION, including Transplantation of Trees, ALL OVER, with every kind of Trees, Grasses, Herbs, Prairie etc., etc., should be programmed in an organized fashion, and every Organization/Institution, particularly, Environmental Protection Agencies must play a dynamic role with due accountability. A special charter must be made to encourage financially, socially & administratively, the Farmers in Carbon Trading, & All those who have ready been putting in their might in these directions. This will also enrich mental & physical health, en masse.

The massive growth of Chlorella which in large scale absorbs CO2, and releases Oxygen, should be organized. The hazards associated with Agricultural Biotechnology & Mobile Phone Towers etc., must be kept in view.

The production of FOOD and Eco-friendly Cottage Industries must be encouraged by appropriate financial help, seeds & fertilizers, machinery, etc., as also systematic sale of their products, at minimum support price(MSP) so that the dismal picture of Poverty & mismanagement is improved upon and self sufficiency achieved. These will not only prevent the abuses of nature, but also will ensure expeditious regeneration.

Every drop of Rain Water must be stored in Organized fashions, all over, Scientifically, and used in harvesting and other purposes. Every Project – small or big, must dovetail schemes for Eco-Development.

Political Structure

It is rather a paradox and a dichotomy too that the Parties who survives on the Donations and other Gratis, even (maneuvered!) Personal Wealth –which in any case, have to go back in different forms later, - and the prices associated with it, decide the Planning Process & Rules of Governance; the repercussions on Orders, Morals, Ethics, Education, Work Discipline, Culture et al and repercussions on Administration & Society need not further be elaborated.

There should a Constitutionally Authorized Body, with representatives from all walks of life, to approve the creation of the Political Parties, whose number should be restricted to bare minimum, preferably two or three, as is the scene in number of advanced countries & their organization should have skeleton staff, pruning all superfluities and dummy & noisy cadre.

The Expenses of the Political Parties should be allotted in the National Budget and they should be barred from taking any help from outside, even during Electioneering.

They can function like Companies and they must have a well arrayed & Transparent structure – instead of autocracy as also the power struggles- usually very costly, within that usually prevails.

Their Accounts would be Audited by independent (Constitutionally empowered & protected) Agencies, and submitted to a Politically Independent (Constitutionally empowered & protected body) of the Government.

The Political Campaigns should be confined to Basic Data, and the present Rigmaroles of Street Campaign, Posters, Processions, Meetings, TV fight etc which, as such, carry no meaning other than a theatrical show, wastages of huge money & time apart, – but try to influence the Voters, should all be Constitutionally banned.

The Administration should stand clear of any Political interference, and if such a case comes to notice, there should be a system of taking up with the person/party concerned, even the persons in charge of governance.

In fact, once a National Election is announced, the rule of the President/Chancellor/ Governor should be imposed say 6 months in advance, so that the Administration can stand clear of any Political Pressure, inevitable otherwise, from the Ruling Party

Looking to the usual Participation in debates, Contributions to the Nation etc., and overall cost of a Parliamentarian, the Number should be brought down to minimum.

Further, their Codes of Conducts should be meticulously defined and they should be barred from interfering & influencing into any Organization- Public or Private, except as a member of a Constitutionally constituted Committee. In no case, the Ruling Party should have any access to funds, and exercise any authority of any kind those were designed/sanctioned for benefits to people.

The Constitution should be precise, & pinpointed to avoid unnecessary controversy, acrimony and wastages of time & money thereby, and should strongly curb any lackadaisical & lacklustre environment.

It is also a well known fact that too many Acts, may multiply the disorders and confusion, apart from the associated delays and helplessness of the commoners; no new Acts should be contemplated, before the prevailing Acts are reviewed duly.

The Trade Unions should function as an independent body with total commitment & accountability, as to their roles. A Time has come to evolve PARTYLESS Democracy.

Public Administration

The worth of a Government lies, inter alia, in the overall competency, promptness, reliability & respectability Of the Public Administration.
The rules & regulations should be precisely drawn – **usually available**, so that there is no scope of ambiguity in delegation of Powers & Roles, as also Accountability. While the **Public Administration must be fully accountable**, in every area of the Governance, there must not be any interference of any kind from the Political parties including the one (s) in the Government.

It should be the responsibility of the Political Boss in **Power, to ensure the morale down below** which is not a difficult task so long they have due regard to the very rules & regulations framed/accepted by them.

The Rules should be strictly & timely followed in Selections, Postings, Filling up of the Vacancies, Promotions, Transfers etc. so that the Dignity, Image & Security of the Officials are ensured, and the Courage needed in Decision making is always available.

Same should be the discipline in the awards of Contracts for supply of Materials, Works & Services where the Specifications, Terms, Rules & Regulations etc., as also delegation of Powers should be the guiding factors and should be inaccessible to any nexus.

The **Political pressures** those are usually, **generated in the Upper Echelons** of the Administration which spreads all over, must be eliminated and which ever may be the Party in power, the instructions & orders must be in **writing**. Automatically, the pressures usually generated by powerful bodies will get eliminated.

The Government, being the Rule maker and Guardian as to the functioning of all Organizations in the Country, should not be involved in any kind of Business or Money Making, expect strategic Organizations like Railways where also the Money-making will not be the objective.

The growth in the multi - lineal Disorders, exacerbated by the Terrorist activities, naturally, generate pressures on Military & Police which consequently, go on- expanding in strength which may not conducive to a healthy society; a balance has to be struck, by duly streamlining the Cadres.

**Adoption of Single Taxation Structure**

The **Exchequer has to be liberally subscribed, & enriched** for smooth functioning, of a Government- even during Emergencies, and there has to be **commensurate Taxations, with the upper echelons**, unquestionably, paying at a higher rate.

The processes of multi-lineal Taxations have not only **illogically**, complicated the process, apart from a breeding ground for Vitiation, & Corruption but also created Counterproductive Professionals, Tax Experts, Agents and other vicious Coteries, defeating the very objective, apart from being a **burden on the productive sector**. The Industries, apart from the complexities of the Tasks, multi-lineal Machinery & Engineering Expertise are the hearts of the modern civilization but suffer from various taxation and questioning from far too many counter productive persons.

Then there are Official Measures, -like Fixed Deposits, Saving Schemes etc. as to how to save Taxes which only again complicate the process further.

While at every Publicity, particularly at Political Platforms, the Growth in Production is talked about, with numerous Rules & Regulations, Associated Supervisors and Threats - **Official & Unofficial**, associated with it, one would wonder how really, the Industries have been functioning, and ensuring the Productivity, as also excogitating the Plans & Programs for growth..

In the interest of the very Objectivity and Civility, only **Single Taxation Structure, at enhanced rates –Income-Group-wise** should be adopted.

For the **Industries** et al, the Audited Profit & Loss Account and for others, dependable Records, should be the basis of assessment for the Taxation slabs.

This will in fact, increase the **Earning and Eliminate all superfluous Functionaries & Agencies**, apart from elimination of Artificial Rules & Regulations which only complicate & vitiate the process, purposely by a group of people.

This principle should cover all areas of Tax Activities, and States should have a proportionate share of the Earnings.

6. **Closure of Stock Exchange & Financial Institutions**

The **Stock Exchanges** were brought in operation to facilitate the Public to convert their Savings into Investments, and simultaneously, to enable Companies to raise Capital by way of issuing Shares at a time **when there was hardly any other ready channel of investments**

In the mean while, Banking Network, **duly organized and regulated**, - now Computerized, have been spreading very fast, reaching every nook & cranny of every Country.

The Stock Exchanges have also multiplied many fold and practically, no Industry can be imagined who have not been floating Shares in mobilization of the Capital. The Stock Exchanges, in fact now, in a way, control the Currency, even the vital Edibles like Rice, Oil, etc. apart from Gold, Silver, Metal etc.

While initially, a commitment as to number of Shares are made and the Banks play somewhat as an Underwriter, the entire **situation reflects Manipulation & Wild Gambling** that has been creating fortunes for thousands & thousands who have no productive value and **side by side volatility in Industries**, in fact all over, **artificially created by them**; the records of **Scams, Political involvements**, though may not expose the **total picture**, also need due cognizance.

To overcome the burden of Stock Exchanges, some Companies tries create their own funds by their own investment schemes, again creating a group of counterproductive –professionals who goes on ringing wildly all over with attractive terms.
The Stock Exchanges, et al should be immediately closed down by transferring the Accounts to Banks, and all Investments in the Industries should by made by Banks. at prevailing rates of Interest. There are well established procedures which, as also discipline & accountability, should be reviewed & strengthened so that no new vitiations can grow up. This will relieve the Investors of mental tension & wasteful exercises, in perpetuity.

Similarly, all Financial Institutions should be closed down, and all Transactions, including Loans & Refunds should take place through Banks. This will relieve the Industries of the Uncertainties, and the Growths can be proactive & systematically excogitated. The majority of the Staff working for mobilization, accounting etc, can be diverted to production activities.

The Pressures so long, Artificially Generated in the Markets will cease to exist and it will be easier to control Inflations. With the type of Stability that would be generated, the threats of Global Economic Melting down that was seen in 1930 & recently in 2008 will practically disappear, unless a new kind of disorder is generated.

Advertisement Media & Press

The earlier System of Monthly/Yearly payment of Entertainment Fees should be restored, and the practice that came later of thrusting the Costs of Operation (and making Profit out of it) on mutually beneficial Advertisements should be given up.

The Vicious circle Centering Advertisements and its serious impacts in the costs of Products/Services, and all the more in Culture, must be broken down to prevent superfluity & wastage and Cultural degenerations en masse.

Advertisements should be treated at a low key and confined to the Specification & Committed Service, and the associated Acting of some Stars, Models etc., who might not have even an idea of the Product/Service they are Advertising, resulting in the increase in the Costs, should be eliminated.

These will result in drastic reduction in the Cost & Sale price of a Product/Service, & Economic & Mental burden on the commoners.

There is no justification either of numerous News Channels – that too interleaved with Advertisements & their related features, as also, similarly, countless Newspapers & Magazines.

While screening on the Cultural fronts is not desirable, there has to be some Civility in the broadcasts those have become a brainwashing bane – a degenerating force – a type of percolating Culture, & Recreation that may be more ruinous than any addiction & conceivable outrage.

7. (Unlimited) Profit Enterprise Economics: Profit Vs Cost of a Product

While for the very security in Survival and Growth, Sizeable Profit is necessary, the Sale price mostly remains abnormally high – in fact, there is no upper limit.

Once the fictitious expenses, like those on Advertisements, Contribution to the Political Parties, Fictitious Sales & Survival strategies (cf. paras 2, 4, 5 & 6, ut supra) are pruned, there would be scope of bringing down the cost substantially, and with the practice brought to some norms, it should also grant independence of Planning & Production.

In any case, there should a guideline as to the maximum profit, a produc can earn. Once the free money is taken out, the endemic & multi-facet corruptions will definitely & sharply reduce, if not eliminated, as also Managerial Maneuvering that has again been given so much of artificial boost in the past and adding to the cost.

Automatically, Sales & Marketing would come down to basic logical array & flow chart.

8. Poverty

With due respect to Humane Values those made a Man a MAN, Poverty must be eradicated on War-footing and the Government machinery must be streamlined & accountable. With restructurings suggested, the situation should ease to some extent.

Every poor family should be provided with Agricultural lands, even if community farming is adopted, with guaranteed MSP (Minimum Sales Price), with a house and the underdeveloped areas should have connecting Roads, Schools & Hospitals good enough for respectable healthcare. The Administrative representative must be accountable for allotment of Lands & other prerequisites, Law & Order and Sale of Produces & MSP, as also supply of Food, during exigency.

With the spread of Industries, they should get a ready opportunity for employment.

Parity in Wages

The Wages should be decided on worth of the roles – the associated expertise & real knowledge- not information, and the present practice of fixing wages on the skills of maneuvering has to be scaled down.

The Maneuvering associated with the earnings in the Financial, Information Technology & Sales sectors particularly, should be analyzed, and the wage structure, brought down to rational level, as also the strength, – to the worth of the tasks – to the productive value..

The jobless toll Worldwide, as warned by the ILO, might have touched 210 million in 2009, and may also take out sleep of the Cheerful Robots.

The astronomical figures, the Celebrities enjoy must be brought down to the National norms & the Authority & wasteful coverage thereby will also automatically reduce.
Further, the Starving billions must be given TOPMOST priority

9. Export Import & Globalophobia

The GDP, as an economic strategy, is usually linked to Export and a counterproductive competition always prevails between different Countries, apart from mounting costs on transportation. The Imports on the other hand, is an outcome of compulsive chain of FDIs, AIDs and the consumption culture – mainly an outcome of easy earnings, and creates a vicious atmosphere by different interest groups.

Since the balance of payments are linked to Export, Incentives in the form of subsidies, credit facilities, tax exemption, duty drawbacks, import license etc. are usually granted, again creating an environment that can be given a respectability by Reduction of avoidable Imports.

10. Economic Inflation

Inflation which from time to time, embarrasses, the Government & Ruling Party(ies) in Power, is just an obvious outcome of the System – though it gives yet another opportunity to write & talk about it, and justifies the Survival, Earning & standing of a big group of professionals mostly unproductive & counterproductive.

Once the Scientific Logic & Scenario, and Ethical & Honest Attitudes, are followed and the Propounds pinpointed in para 2, 3 4 5 6 & 7 are accepted, the threats of erratic Inflations will become controllable.

11. Philosophy of & Commercial Sport

To avoid different kinds of maneuverings, corruptions & vitiations associated, the moneymaking game has to pruned and Sports, aided by live display in TV, should be brought back to its objective and formation of coteries discouraged.

12. Justice

There is a golden verse ‘Justice delayed is Justice denied’. In fact, the Price one may be paying in terms of money, time, loss of mental peace, disruptions in family life etc., may be in some cases phenomenal.

The Philosophy, by the very Organizational set up, inbuilt discipline commitment, & accountability, may gain a rightful place in every area of Justice

The Computerization can be a panacea in a very big way; it would, however be a necessity to choose professionals of Excellence with whole hearted devotions from the Computer & Legal/Administrative/Judiciary disciplines to ensure due interface & efficacy as also protections from Cybercrime.

13. Education

Education is the foundation of Humane Concepts & Values, - in fact, Route & Guiding Mission of Civilization, apart from lessons on Logical Processes, facts & figures and must include Knowledge in all related subjects necessary for the Life & Living, to enable the students to think better, read better & write better and of course to There must not be any kind of Political Influence & Polarization, but a truthful discourse on the dichotomy & aberrations of the Socio-Politico-Economics should be included in the Curricula.

Commercialization of Education must be avoided. In fact, there are far too many counterproductive Institutes in the name Studies/Analysis who are, as a matter of fact a burden on the Society

Educational Institutions should have Austere & Sober environment, and must spread to every nook & cranny of the World.

While there has been phenomenal growth in interleaving Education with Computer, some basic factors have to be kept in view

Any Educational Package, it must be very carefully borne in mind, is as good as the Programmers. Their in- depth knowledge, capability of understanding the interacting process, with the minutest details of knowledge and questioning array, communication skills, knowledge of programming, topic and system et al are essential prerequisites for a good lesson, and the contents of the same lesson may differ widely from Programmer to Programmer as also the Teachers associated.

There won’t be any Schools in the future...I think Computers will blow up the school. That the school defined as something where there are classes, teachers running exams, people structured in groups by age, following a curriculum - all that. Seymour Paper, 1984.

The day Parenting will be done by Software & Robots, Schools of course, may not be needed. In every iota of Education, right from mother’s womb, there is a Touch – Touch from Family, Social Circles, Nature, Recreational platforms and of course Schools which cannot readily defined – can be understood, best by touch only, which had a big role in making a man a man, distinctly different, by leaps & bounds, from animals.

The Schools will definitely be needed with some different interleaved roles of Software, Curriculum, Standards, Grading --- what is all the more important is Social Behavior, the Art of Coexistence-sharing Compassion, Love et al - essence of human society.

14. Life Style

The Life style of Car, Mal & Hotel and the Professional Culture, has been generating a non-humane environment and a life of purely Monetary transactions, and though confined to few, the burden has to be shared by one & all.

The erstwhile Social Platforms on Humane Bondage, Social Rituals, value oriented Religious functions et al,
should be recreated and in any case, monetary transactions should be in low key. In fact, once the cheap money by the processes outlined above are pruned, this will go back automatically & transactions will not be the centre of interactions

There should be tangible effort to **embellish centuries old Ecological, Sociological & Cultural setups & diversities**, in the LDCs, LLDCs, HIPCs & tribal areas including Games, Sports, Dresses, Modes of Recreation of the **Soil**. **Eradication of Poverty & Helplessness, Availability of Medical facilities, & striking a balance.** The local Governments must be made to take full responsibility in the matters, with a time frame.

**Elimination of Wars & Fast restoration of peace.** If really, UN has to directly intervene, there has to be earmarked **State owned** forces region-wise who shall take the orders from the UN.

**Safeguarding & Enrichment of Environment.** Once the Principles outlined earlier are accepted in general, the tasks will become far easier.

**Rationalization of Trade Practices & encouragement of Free Trade;** of course, the States have to be vigilant as to contrabands, arms, import of banned & proscribed material/documents. **Tourism & Global Trade** may be brought down to a low key.

The **Economic Growth**s should be aimed at basic needs of Food, Shelter, Clothing, Healthcare, Education, Agriculture etc and embellishment of local culture, instead of generating artificial wants.

**Stern Actions** against the Insurgents/Terrorists’ as also the States involved. however, a line must be drawn between the Terrorists, and Revolutionaries –subject to of course, their source(s) of financing, motivations of foreign powers etc.

The Safety & Security of the Foreigners, may be in the capacity of tourist, delegates, delegation etc. should be in the agenda and the concerned States should be committed to honor the pledge and be accountable. Same should be the commitment as to International Transportation.

**Settlement of International Legal Disputes.** It should be a skeleton organization and it would be the responsibility of the Member States to honour the commitments.

**Assurance for the Progeny**

The Humane Values that inter alia, have been the foundation of the Civilization, surely, will find due place universally, and the gifts of Science & Technologies will rationally, reach every individual under the Sun.

With the Propounds derived out of Scientific Logic & Scenario, and Ethical & Honest Attitudes, it should be possible to evolve a much more Pleasant, Peaceful, Productive, Hassle & Acrimony free, and Ethical Humane & Symbiotic World and of course, an Assurance for the Progeny.

Of course, there would be stern oppositions from all those Counter productive Professionals, as happened time & again in the history of Civilization, who have been enjoying Command & Prosperity, just by manipulations. Their number will be large- may be around a billion who have to be given opportunities in the all round Productions.
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